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Named among the best plastic surgeons in
the country, Dr. David L. Mobley offers the
latest procedures and technologies at the
Sarasota Plastic Surgery Center.
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DR. DAVID MOBLEY IS HONORED

2255 S. Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, FL 34239
(941)366-8897
www.sarasotaplasticsurgery.com
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American Society of Plastic Surgeons and
the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic
Surgery. They specialize in the gold standards of aesthetic surgery—which include
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facelifts, eyelid surgery, laser resurfacing,
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experience and science. The best plas-

the Fraxel laser.

breast enlargement and liposuction —as well

tic surgeons offer a delicate touch, vast

The practice also offers a new state-

experience and an aesthetic eye. But they

of-the-art medical spa that features inno-

also need "excellent communication to help

vative medical aesthetic treatments like

educate the patient, and provide them with

Fraxel laser, Botox Cosmetic, Restylane,

realistic expectations," says Dr. David L.

Juvederm, IPL hair removal, as well as per-

Mobley of Sarasota Plastic Surgery Center.

manent make-up.

Dr. Mobley offers regular seminars showcas-

Honored as one of the nation's top plastic

ing the latest technologies and advances in

surgeons in the 2006 Guide to America's
Top Physicians, Dr. Mobley has two decades

aesthetic procedures.
The center's striking headquarters features state-of-the-art surgical facilities and a
state-licensed and federally certified ambulatory surgery center.
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of training and experience in all aspects of
cosmetic and plastic surgery.
"There's nothing more rewarding than
helping people feel better about themselves,"
says Dr. Mobley. "I'm honored to work with a

Surgery, shares the practice with Dr. Braun

devoted, highly qualified staff. Together we

H. Graham and Dr. James H. Schmidt,

are dedicated to providing excellent surgical

distinguished surgeons who are also board-

improvements and helping people achieve

certified. All three are members of the

their optimal health and beauty."

